BluOS 3.4.3

With the newest BluOS software you can now stream and listen to over 30,000 hours of live concert recordings on demand and at CD-quality from the lossless streaming service, NUGS.net. The state-of-the-art room correction software, Dirac Live, has also been added to the NAD M10 BluOS Streaming Amplifier, in addition to support for DTS:X on NAD's latest audio/video receivers. Other improvements and enhancements include three new Radio Paradise stations, ability to configure and rename inputs in the app, improved Bluetooth pairing on supported Players, and audio quality indicators when streaming Qobuz.

Software Requirements

BluOS Controller for iOS, version 3.4.0 or higher

BluOS Controller for Android, version 3.4.0 or higher.

BluOS Controller for macOS, version 3.4.6 or higher.

BluOS Controller for Windows, version 3.4.6 or higher.

What's New

• Three new Radio Paradise stations in CD-quality with the ability to skip tracks
• Support for NUGS.net music streaming service
• Ability to rename or hide inputs for connected analog/digital devices
• Improved Bluetooth pairing with enabled devices on supported Bluesound Players
• Sound quality indicator in the app for Qobuz streamed music and content
• Support for DTS:X on MDC-equipped AVRs with the AM230 or the AM17
• Support for Dirac Live on the NAD M10
• Improved streaming performance and stability for Roon
• Resolved stand-by issues on NAD two-channel amps when launching the Spotify app

Also included is Japanese language support, plus other minor software enhancements and fixes.